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REPUBLICOF KENYA
IN THE TAX APPEALSTRIBUNAL
APPEALNUMBER 7 OF 2016

KINGDOM KENYA 01 LIMITED APPELLANT
=VS=

THE COMMISSIONER OF DOMESTIC TAXES RESPONDENT

JUDGEMENT
BACKGROUND

1. The Appellant is a private limited c " y incorporated in Kenya and
registered under the Companie~ owned 100% by Kingdom
Hotels Investment Limited vi .~h is ba·, n the Cayman Islands.
Kingdom Kenya 01 owns the .,~wrfolk He nd Mara Safari Club
which are operated by Fairmont Hotels and R

2. Fairmont Hotels & ' is a Canadian operat ~r of luxury hotels and
resorts. Currently, erates properties in 22 countries:
Canada, the United tates, arbados, Bermuda, and
People's e?ublic of C"~ a:i'.'.p, ,~' a~y, Ind.ia, I~donesia, Kenya,
Mexico ~?co, the :Ilippmes, ~audl Arabia, Singapore, South
Afric witzefland, Tur "6 , Ukraine, the United Arab Emirates, and
U,i" Kingdom and pr\des a number of services for the cluster of
~'<:)t ,"':G:luding Global re~ ation system, centralized IT system and

arketi ", ",< which it chqrges management fees. It also administers a
lobal gueS' ' gnition programme.

V 3. The Respondent was established under the Kenya Revenue Authority
Act, Cap 469 as an agency of the government, for the purpose of
collection and accounting of government revenue. It is required to
administer and enforce all provisions of the laws set out in the KRA
Act.

4. Following an audit for the years of income 2011- 2015 the
Respondent determined that the
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I. Withholding tax inclusive of interest
and penalties

II. Value Added Tax
TOTAL TAX

Ill. Less tax paid on account
IV. Confirmed assessment

Kshs.6,200,627/=
Kshs.86,654,431/=
Kshs.92,855,058/=
Kshs. 9,975,061/=
Kshs.82,879,997/=

5. The assessment was in respect of: VAT and Withholding tax on
expenses related to guest recognition <;Jis, Restriction of input
VAT on exempt services provided the appellant and VAT on
transportation services. Being ag d by the assessment, the
Appellant filed an appeal in the ~ A ' Tribunal.

THE APPEAL

6. The Appellant's grounds of Appeal are as follows;

i) That the Respondent has erroneously characterized guest
recognition expenses incurred by the Appellant as being a payment
for a service, rather than pure cost recharge, and demanded
withholding tax and VAT on this amount.

ii) The Respondent disregarded alternative provisions in the VAT Act
with respect to the deduction of input VAT.

iii) The Respondent has classified transportation of tourists as being
subject to VAT.

iv) The Respondent has disregarded the Appellant's appeal for
~ understanding given the inequitable position on the VAT law with

respect to reclaiming VAT on travel agent commission under
reverse VAT regime.

7. The Respondent filed their response in opposition to the Appeal and
stated as follows;

i) That the Guest recognition expenses were payments for costs of
providing the loyalty programme including reimbursement of
costs such as salaries. Out of pocket expense and disbursements
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and overhead costs are management fees and attract both
withholding tax and reverse VAT.

ii) The Appellant failed to use the second method as provided
under paragraph 17 of VAT regulations CAP 476. The VAT
legislation in force then required restriction of input tax such
input tax claimed attributable to exempt sales exceed 50/0 of
input tax.

iii) The Transport services offered to guests is actually hiring out the
vehicle to the clients. The Respondent contends that the hotel is
not in the business of transportation but hires/charters out its
vehicles to clients and in turn charges them for this service.
Paragraph 7 of the first schedule to 2013 VAT Act excludes
means of conveyance hired out or chattered and thus the service
is subject to tax.

8. It was the Appellan "?t~as that:
a) Its guest recogn'itlo, ,e ~e, ses were not expenses of managerial,

technical, agenc tontract .'I~rItancynature as defined in
the I come Tax t Ca~ 470. her, the expenses represent

.. 'k!}j!ments of ,~. incurree in operating Fairmont's loyalty
gram known an;· e President' Club. It consistently complies

ith section 35 of t In ome Tax Act and section 6 of the VAT
nd pays manag ,t fees, and reverse VAT on such services

for the mans gement fees, it is allowed to use Fairmont's
Bran , me and established hotel management skills to attract
customer-: ..he. s'ervices provided by the Fairmont's Presidential
Club are : 0vided to the Fairmont's guests and not to the
Appellan~itself.

APPELANTS CASE

b) On the issue of restriction of input tax the repealed VAT Act
(Cap 476) provided that:
Where a registered person supplies both taxable and non-taxable
goods and service he can only deduct that part of his input tax
which is attributable to taxable supplies, which attribution shall
be approved by the Commissioner, but he may use either of the
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under mentioned methods to determine the amount of the
deductible input tax without the approval of the commissioner-

c)

(a) Value of taxable supplies x deductible Input tax Value
of total sales; or

(b)(i) full deduction of all the input tax attributable to
taxable goods purchased; and sold in the same state;
(ii) no deduction of any input tax attributable to
exempt outputs and
(iii) Deduction of the i
remainder of the taxa -:/
(a)

The Respondent is seeki L

opportunity to choose, fiich of wo methods it uses in
determining the deductible lnput tax IJ, on the fact that it did

'/)'

not apply the method at the point of fi !Fl.g:;;> h "'monthly returns.
This position by the respondent is in~ tlltable. Given the
freedom of~' of the method to ~8se by the law, the
Respondent sH,.. ", '" ~Jst on the choice that results in a
larger tax Iiabil'? . Tf . ~ a· has already paid the tax
determined unde ethl2, a '. <;, nting to Kshs. 3,854,089/=.
o .~sue of ' 0' transpeftation of passengers, Paragraph

of tile First scH., ule to the VAT Act exempts from VAT
ensportetion of iP-': en ers by means of conveyance excluding

national air tra . rt or where the means of conveyance is
r chartered". ased on this, the appellant did not charge

hat it charges its guests in respect of the transportation
provid e airport to the hotels and back, as well as the
use of the~ icles in and to the game reserves, to VAT.
Respondefft's view was that the Appellant was not in the

business of Transportation but hires/charters out its vehicles for
the service provided to the guests for a charge. The question that
arises is what is a hire or charter. The term Hire or charter is not
defined in the VAT Act therefore we are left to rely on either
ordinary or dictionary meaning of the words.
www.businessdictionary.com defines it as transportation of
people who have contracted to have exclusive use of a vehicle at
a fixed rate under one contract for a specified itinerary.

d)

e)
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f) That the guests transported by the Appellant were not a
homogeneous group but a rather disparate group who would
enter into separate contracts with the hotels for a specified
itinerary. The appellant was using its own vehicles to transport its
guests and relied on paragraph 7 of the first schedule to the VAT
Act 2013 and treated the transportation as exempt as was the
resale VAT Act (Cap476) which exempted transportation of
tourists from VAT.

g) On reverse VAT on travel agents cornrni sion, Whilst the Appellant
concedes that reverse VAT should ;. een accounted for on
travel agents' commission, it is e opinion that the nature of
the law is inequitable due to tt fact that because of a timing
issue, the appellant is unacie to . im the reverse VAT on a
subsequent VAT return ereas f, spondent may request
payment of the VAT withi much 10' , time limit. As a result
rather than this being a tax neutral POSI' s e to the reverse
VAT system, this item will have a nega·\' e impact on the
appellants casr which it can ill affo<~ at this time due to
challenges face industry in which the appellant
operates.

9.

ithholding tax should apply to the
guest recognition programme and sets

asre ~be assessed ta s.
No Cl ; er tax is due in respect of restricted input VAT as the
metho alld upon which the tax had already been settled
by the a . ant was based on a legal provision relating to the
matter u~efer consideration.

c) The transportation provided by the Appellant to its guests via
the use of the appellants own vehicles is not a service subject to
VAT but rather transportation of passengers which is an exempt
supply.

d) The law inequitable and compels the respondent either to allow
claim of the reverse VAT once paid or sets aside the assessment
on grounds of lapse of time and the fact that the omission was
innocent and did not benefit the appellant.
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RESPONDENT'S CASE

10. The Respondent's case was that:

a) Guest recognition expenses are the company's share for
administration cost for the group loyalty program known as the
Fairmont's Presidents club. These payments are a recovery of
expenses incurred to operate the Fairmont's Presidents club as
shared among the various managed hotels.

b) The Fairmont's Presidents club is recognition or loyalty
programme similar to the pro I{. s offered by similar industry
players such as Starwood and Resorts and Marriot
international. In essence u ;. t ,gram, managed hotels are
charged with the cost of' rating r alty program including
the estimated cost of futur edernptiof igation.

c) Typically the relevant management agre quires that the
managed hotel reimburses the operator prorate costs of
operating the program including t rketing, promotions
and communi erforming member services for the
loyalty progra n~1 management agreement,
the operator is e ',' d to provide management
se~.~~ to the. . .bu:? is also engaged to .provide
",entralIzed service hich Included among other things the

irmont's Presiden programme.
"er the Hotel agement agreement the Appellant is

d to reirnburs the Hotel Operator for the hotels prorate
he expenses for the operation/administration of the

/ me. This payment is for costs of providing the
. am and includes reimbursement of costs such as

salaries, " cket expense disbursements and overhead costs. The
respondents submit that these are part of management fees paid
by the appellant to the administration of the Fairmont's,
Presidents Club.

e) The fact that this is a reimbursement as argued by the appellant
does not change the fact that it should attract withholding tax
and reverse VAT. The costs have been incurred on behalf of the
Appellant and the Appellant claims the costs incurred in its
books. The Appellant submits that these are management fees
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and attract withholding tax and reverse VAT as provided for
under section 35 of the income tax Act and Section 6(6) of the
repealed VAT Act.
Section 2 of the repealed VAT Act defined management fees as :f)

h)

Management or professional fee means a payment made to a
person, other than a payment made to and employee by his
employer as consideration or managerial, technical, or agency
or consultancy serviceshowever c ulated.
Section 35(1) of the income tax ~470 states that:
A person shall. upon pay. of an amount to a non-
resident person not hevla ermanent establishment in
Kenya in respect of. ...., anagement or professional
fee...... which is chap6ble to . educt there from tax at
the appropriate nonre.~~Int rate.
Section 6(6) of the repealed VAT Ac
services imported into Kenya shall be
receiving t.' able service.

On transportat~ . ts, the Repealed VAT Act CAP 476
dealt with exe~t ser ~fJh21 of the third schedule
reads: "Transpr/&ati f ''S by means of conveyance"
~ .' e foregoi ' it 4S eviden that the repealed the repealed
ef expressly exem d the transportation of tourists from VAT.

wever the VAT 'ct 2013 has not expressly exempted the
, portation of to rs and it is therefore not listed as one of

mpt service under Part II of the first schedule. The
repe ·~act in paragraph 9 of the third schedule also provided:
Transp(!) 'i of passengers by any means of conveyance but
excludin 'ere the means of conveyance is hired or chartered
The VA1 ct 2013 under first schedule Part II in paragraph 7
provides: Transportation of passengers by any means of
conveyance but excluding where the means of conveyance is
hired or chartered.
The Appellant seeks to rely on Paragraph7 of the first Schedule
part II of the VAT Act 2013 which they contend exempts the
transportation of tourist from VAT. This is erroneous and
misleading since, if the intention of the legislature was to exempt
the transportation of tourists from VAT, nothing would have

. ;~s that; Tax on
vable by the person

g)
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i)

been easier than to expressly state so as had previously been
state for in paragraph 21 third schedule of the repealed Act. This
position is stated in the case of RusselloV United states, 464
US16,23,78,L ED2d 17, 104ct 296(1983) and Keene Corp. V
United States, 118 US 124L Ed 118,113 S ct (1993) where the
court recognized that ••this fact only underscores our duty to
refrain from reading a phrase into the statute when congress has
left it out, where congress includes particular language in one
section but omits it in another ... it . generally presumed that
congress acts intentionally an~> ely in the disparate
inclusion or exclusion." The .' 0 sition of the respondent is
supported by the principle laie pe brandy Syndicate V I.R.C
(1KB64, 71) where it was st . . "in a taxing statute one has
to look merely at whet. learly· There is no intendment
there is no equity about .;p there is .resumption as to tax
nothing is to be read in, nothing is to b . 6. One can look
fairly at the language"
The appellan its that the transp~' ation of tourists is
subject to VA t specifically excluded in the first
Schedule of therjAT ac
Para, raph 17 of f~~V egu a· s 1994 provides that:
(1 ere a re· t, /ed persol'supplies both taxable and non-

ta able goo nd service he can only deduct that part of
his input ta hi~h is attributable to taxable supplies,
which attribut 'Shallbe approved by the Commissioner,
. ut he may us, either of the under mentioned methods to

, rmine the amount of the deductible input tax without
. .~&.valof the commissioner-

Value of taxable supplies x deductible Input tax
Value of total sales; or

(b) (i) full deduction of all the input tax attributable to
taxable goods purchased; and sold in the same state;
(ii) no deduction of any input tax attributable to
exempt outputs and
(iii) Deduction of the input tax attributable to the
remainder of the taxable supplies as under
paragraph (a)
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j)

(2) Notwithstanding Paragraph(1) where the amount of input
tax attributable to exempt supplies is less than five percent
of the total input tax, then all the input tax can be
deducted

The Respondent states that the Appellant deals in both taxable
and exempt supplies i.e. accommodation, provision of meals
and transportation of tourists (exempt under repealed VAT Act
cap476) respectively. In such insta es the law required that
input VAT be restricted. It is not 1wute that the VAT act
accords a taxpayer the liberty hoose either of the method
outlines under paragraph 17 out the prior approval from
the commissioner.
The Respondent content at the Jlant claimed input VAT
that was attributable to e ~ mpt sales rary to the law. The
VAT Act clearly spells out that the a ;, ought to have
restricted input VAT relating to exempt sa " as it exceeded 50/0

of the total s > imed contrary to pa~graph 17 of the VAT
regulations 19 aled VAT Act Cap476. This method
can only be use her ' 'S purchased are sold in the
same state and '~ e ~ input tax whi~h is di~ectly
a' ble to ex . outputs. this case, the audit established

t input tax was imed for directly attributing exempt output
r example on Rairs, spare parts of vehicles and

inistration costs. .~ Respondent submits that to arrive at
rrect arnounte input tax that is deductible in the case of

the 'method paragraph 17 of the VAT regulations 1994
should f ,(?

"
The Appe] t received travel agents' commissions which they
should h~r e accounted reverse VAT on. The repealed VAT Act
Cap 476 provides that: U provided that no input tax or tax
withheld may be deducted- (a) more than twelve months after
that input becomes due and payable pursuant to section 13 or
the tax is withheld, as the case may be. " The issue that the
appellant raised was the in equitability of the law. This
according to them arises as they are required to pay reverse VAT
of travel commissions but are not in a position to claim it in

k)

I)
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subsequent VAT returns as they are time barred as per section 11
of the repealed VAT Act Cap 476

m) The Respondents submit that the appellant ought to have
accounted for Reverse Vat when they paid the Travel agent
Commissions which they did not at the time. Had they charged
in time, they would have had the opportunity to claim it within
the stipulated time provided by the law. Their obligation does
not diminish simply because they have lost the opportunity to
claim it in their VAT return

11. The Respondent prays that the Tribun '
i) That withholding tax and r Xl on Guest

Recognition expenses
ii) That VAT on transporter .s subject to VAT under

the VAT Act 2013
iii) That reverse VAT is changeable on trave i"'Commission
iv) That the assessment be upheld based on t acts cited and the

existing laws.

ISSUES FOR DETERMINATI~N

12. Having -Aed to the) .. ·sand rea' both submissions the tribunal
foun "'e fol owing issu tanding out for determination
i) hether withholdirf a and reverse VAT ought to have been

, ed on Guest re ,f'lition expenses
er VAT should'' ave been paid on transportation of guests

Whe· . 'nput VAT should be restricted where exempt sales
excee ;'e total sales

iv) Whether verse VAT should be paid on account of a time
barred in.,p t VAT

ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS

13. Guest recognition programs are incentive-based programs whereby a
company offers rewards, in exchange/consideration of certain
consumer. Under these programs, a member of a program earns
points by being loyal to a particular brand. Members do this by
patronizing particular hotel chains, earning points for staying and
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spending money in specific hotels. These programs are marketing
programs. Their purpose is to encourage members to choose hotels in
a specific chain over other hotels. Clearly hotels do not give free
hotel rooms out of the goodness of their hearts. Rather, the hotel
chains set up a mechanism for the reimbursement of costs associated
with the hotels' participation in these marketing programs. On the
front end, when a member stays in a participating hotel and earns
points, that hotel is required to pay some agreed amount of the hotel
folio into a fund that is usually a separate entity established by the
hotel chain to administer the program . iob of this fund is to
collect these contributions from all tels in the chain and then
administer the program by payi· rketing expenses, operating
costs, and handling the reim s system when members
ultimately redeem points for ff<~ rooms.

14. In the instant case, the Respondent has asses f"on the Hotel's
contribution to the management of the fund contribution the
Appellant claims is ursement to the Clu] or administration of
the program. In vie hat there is no relationship between
the administrator of <" appellant, reimbursement
viewed thi d party con TAct 2013 does not address
itself cI ~ n Third ation and tends to envisage a

where conside on goes directly to the supplier of the
supply or servic purchaser of that service. Here, the
. pays the Fair Presidents club for services which will

ubs rnernbersi It is not easy to see the reimbursement of
onsideration of anything flowing from the club to the

rb apply on funds flowing between the Fairmont
d the participating hotels there has to be a

as as its primary purpose the furnishing of something

15. The Tribunal finds that in developing what is now popularly called the
Redrow Principle, the House of Lords looked at the issue of third
party consideration in Redrow [1999] STC 161. Redrow built houses,
and as a sales promotion scheme undertook to pay, on behalf of any
person who bought a new Redrow home, estate agency fees incurred
in the sale of their former home. The Commissioners analyzed this as
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Redrow paying fees incurred by a third party, on behalf of that third
party. The taxpayer analyzed this as Redrow paying fees for services
supplied to it by the estate agent: not third party consideration at all
but consideration for a service supplied to Redrow. It was held that
the key question to ask is whether, in the course of his business,
something is done for the taxpayer for whom he has had to pay a
consideration which attracted VAT. Under the Redrow principle, once
it is shown that the taxpayer derived any benefit from the transaction,
then he could charge output tax and cI . m input tax. It was not
important to quantify the benefit accrui taxpayer.

16. The Tribunal further finds that the
paying for administration of theLIi~~Jt"""'''''''
increased occupancy in their h /"te' s and a
name. ~\

ant admits that in return for
benefits from return visits,

to use Fairmont's brand

17. The Tribunal then turned its attention to the qu Ion as to whether
VAT should have b~' . aid on transportation of guests. It is not in
doubt that the repe ~:wAct (Cap486) did specifically exempt
transport of tourists om ~. - ·-the Respondent and the
Appellant acknowledg hisaF\C1 it ImCleed true that this provision
does no e lst in the .ct 2013.f?The issue in dispute was the
effec omIssion of p, graph 21 from the new legislation. The

h expressly exe "Transportation of tourists by means
once" on the hand The VAT Act 2013 under First

II in paragra 7 exempts from VAT" Transportation of
any means of conveyance but excluding where the

~1--ishired or chartered":

18. In Adamson v I~ torney General (1933) AC 257jt was stated that "the
Section is one that imposed a tax upon the subject, and it is well
settled law that in such cases it is incumbent on the Crown to establish
that its claim comes within the very words used, and if there is any
doubt of ambiguity, this defect, if it be in view if the Crown a defect,
can only be remedied by legislation." Weighed against paragraph 7,
the Tribunal is not convinced that the very words used exclude tourists
from the meaning of passengers. Moreover, if it is true that there was
an intention of excluding tourists from enjoying the exemption,
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nothing would have been easier than to state so in paragraph 7.
Further, following the maxim expressio unius est exdusio alterius; a
principle in statutory construction saying that when one or more
things of a class are expressly mentioned others of the same class are
excluded, one can say that transportation of passengers of all classes
be they tourists, drivers, pilots, farmers, engineers or any other class
are exempt to the extent that the means of conveyance has not been
hired or chartered. The Tribunal relies on the case Russell v Scott
[1948] 2 ALL ER 5 where it is stated that th subject is not to be taxed
unless the words of the taxing statute u~guously impose the tax

h· ~upon 1m.

19. The Tribunal was of the nder the previous Act,
transportation of tourists rom VAT under two
provisions: one that specifically tolated th ~lJsport of tourists and
the one that exempted transportation of pas . For if a tourist
being transported to the airport or for a game d ' ISnot a passenger,
and then what is It Tribunal is of the ~Iew that exclusion of
tourists from the cur schedule did not fully exclude them
as they could still be r . 'ers.

20. a grou f hotel guests of whatever class
owned by a hotel can be considered to
service. The Tribunal does not think so

hotel assets by guests would also be

21. taxpayer is liable to use any of the two
\...... methods of cal mg VAT payable. The question then is how to treat

VAT attributab,Jle to exempt sales where they exceed 50/0 of the total
sales. The relevant regulation provided that guidelines for calculating
VAT where a supplier supplied both exempt and taxable supplies. It is
a common occurrence for business to provide both. The regulation
gives the formula for calculating VAT for such a supplier but gives an
exclusion:

(2)Notwithstanding Paragraph(1) where the amount of input
tax attributable to exempt supplies is less than five
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22.

23.

24.

25.

percent of the total input tax, then all the input tax can
be deducted.

This in the understanding of the Tribunal means that the formula given
in paragraph 1 is only to be ignored if the input tax attributable to
exempt supplies is material. Thus if the input tax attributable to
exempt supplies, the standard formula for calculating VAT is to be
used and the input tax was to be deducted as if there were no exempt
supplies.

In view of the above, a taxpayer pro /'
supplies can use any methods des / ;~.
amount of exempt sales excee t: 5
yielded a lower tax burden.

,

~
It is not in dispute that reverse VAT should h ; erf paid in respect
of imported services. Both parties agree witf ,,·tnis fact with the
Appellant saying tJfa~.~t-be only reason that l;1e should not pay is
because it is inequi~, ~",e g""Qially because there is a limit of time
within which it can ~'~ i~ptlf~r~: » <p>"mitsthat if it pays now, it
will not b able to claif "·npu~AT .

. .~ 41
Th.e/]{t'~unal rs o~ the vi~~ that i~ is.not in its place to de~ermine the
e ,. /" ~ of equity or I,.;, ~f It In a tax statute. It IS however

su' 'i~'< that as was hel e Cape brandy case cited above where
owlatt, id that n ti ere is no Equity about tax". Similarly, the

'i..::..upremeC0.~ of India in Murarilal Mahabir v V.R Vad AIR 1976 313:
ZN
(1975) 2 SCC"";36.:$~}.Jf~ratedthis position and explained that nThere is
no equity abou~tax in the sense that a provision by which a tax is
imposed has t,,~e construed strictly, regardless of the hardship that
such a construction may cause either to the treasury or to the
taxpayer. If the subject falls squarely within the letter of the law, he
must be taxed however inequitable the consequences may appear to
the judicial mind. "

It may be inequitable that the claim of input tax may be restricted but
the obligation to pay tax overrides the inconvenience to be endured
by the taxpayer given that the delay in the discharge of his obligation
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was in his control and not that of the tax collector. Justice KORIR
observed in Republic v Kenya Revenue Authority Exparte Bata Shoe
Company (Kenya) Limited [2014J eKLR that Payment of tax is an
obligation imposed by the law. It is not a voluntary activity. That
being the case, a taxpayer is not obliged 'to pay a single coin more
than is due to the taxman. The taxman on the other hand is entitled
to collect up to the last coin that is due from a taxpayer. Similarly as
observed by Justice Lenaola in Mount Kenya Bottlers Limited & 3
Others V Attorney General & 3 Other. [2012JeKLR Whether the
taxation imposed is unfair, harsh or ine 'I;t.a. e cannot be the reason
for holding that it should not be impo '

26. The Tribunal having analyzed th
findings:
(a) Withholding tax and rever VAT ougr

on Guest Recognition expenses
(b) The transportation of guests shall not attra charge of VAT as

the VAT Act a raph 7 of the First S~/ edule refers in
general terms t who are exempt.

(c ) Input VAT shou ~not wnere exempt sales exceed
50/0 of the total s -,s.

(d) B . sian of b
ut V T is time

27. .·,tially succeeds and varies the assessment in terms of the
,,'Wedirects the Respondent to issue fresh
of the findings of the Tribunal

28. There shall be no Orders as to costs.
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DATED and DELIVEREDat NAIROBI this 2ND Day of MAY. 2016

In the presence of:-

IBRAHIM KHALIF. LEILAOMAR and CHARLESKARISA for the Appellant

RAPHAELAMURUKA for the Respondent

LIL1ANRENEEOMON '
CHAIRPERSON

DANIEL TANUI
MEMBER

BO C DIMMO
MEM ER
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